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Egyptian Arabic transcript: 
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English translation: 

 
Nahla:   In general, Naglaa, I wish you a nice stay here, insha’allah ….1 I hope you like   
    teaching here … the students here … um .… What do you think about teaching here. 
 
Naglaa: Ah ... teaching.  You know, teaching Arabic makes you discover new things 
about the Arabic .… 
 
Nahla:  Of course. 
 
Naglaa:  You feel that … you are obliged to go back to the grammar rules … language 
you never thought about.  Moreover, American students sometimes ask unexpected 
questions -- why, for what reason -- which make you go back and consult your books and 
other colleagues to find the right answer …. What is the justification of this rule … and 
what is the rule for this rule …. You gain experience in teaching the language itself.  
                                                 
1 An Arabic phrase that means “if God wills,” “God willing.”  
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Nahla:  I wish you all the best in your teaching. 
 
Naglaa:  You also teach here.... Have you taught Arabic, Nahla? 
 
Nahla: Yes, I taught an Arabic course and enjoyed it a lot. My students were really hard-  
            working and eager to learn Arabic.  This semester was a useful learning  
            experience for the students, and for me as well.  
 
Naglaa: That is why I think teaching Arabic will help you in academic areas like  
            translation … I mean when you work on translation afterwards ... it  …. 
 
Nahla: Arabic is my mother tongue, and I like it very much; I enjoy reading Arabic 
 literature and poetry.  So, teaching Arabic was fun to me. I hope that our students 
 will be advanced enough soon to study composition and literature and enjoy them.  
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